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filial up with inke to about 4 in. (O'l m.) below the water pipe,
startinj! the bottom of the scrubber should be cleaned out
through tli«k <l«»ors provided for that purpose. All the openings
la thescruMuT should now be closed and the water supply turned
on *o that the coke is	thoroughly free from all the particles
i»f	which It may contain.    Every three or four weeks the
of the coke scrubber should be opened to see whether
is       accumulation of dust in the form of mud at the bottom
of the sr rul»I»er: this if present should be removed.   When the
is first put into place this examination should be made more
m	frequently contains a large quantity of
The	in the scrubber will, generally speaking, be ser-
for a	of nine to twelve months, but this depends
the	of work which the plant has to do.   When it
ih	to renew the coke in the scrubber the whole
of the	be stopped, the waste pipe opened and all
the ash        fire hole doors opened and left open for several hours
any work is done to the plant.   The upper cover of the
then be removed and the coke taken out through
the	door in the scrubber.   This cleaning should take
the daytime so that no fire or light need be brought
ike	while it is going on.   The windows of the
be open during the process of cleaning so that there
is plenty of ventilation. It is advisable that there should always
he two men present during the operation of cleaning, in case one
of	should be overcome by the presence of gas. When replac-
ing the doors on the scrubber after having renewed the coke care
he	to see that the joints are sound and tight as already
8.	Box.—These should be looked to and cleaned
a month.   Impurities will settle in any pockets or where
the	of the gas is not direct.   For this reason all bent pipes
be	as far as possible and when present should be
from time to time.   The moisture which condenses in
the g*s	in the pipe leading from it to the engine should be
oat- daily, otherwise it will get into the engine and interfere
its working.   A drain cock should be provided, as at Y, for
the	of drawing off this moisture.
9.	To        fie Oas Producer.—The gas cock on the engine should
be	the waste cock J opened so as to allow the remaining
gift to	The tap 0 and G and the cock H must then be
the ash door opened a few inches so as to allow the fire
to	feamiag.
10.	To         lie	again after a Temporary Stoppage.—
The fire and nth           should b© opened to clean the fire, any
or	be removed without disturbing the fire
Ibis fe	the doors should then be closed, the cock

